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visigothic art and architecture wikipedia - the visigoths entered hispania modern spain and portugal in 415 and they rose
to be the dominant people there until the moorish invasion of 711 brought their kingdom to an end this period in iberian art is
dominated by their style visigothic art is generally considered in the english speaking world to be a strain of migration art
while the portuguese and spanish speaking worlds, english gothic architecture wikipedia - english gothic is an
architectural style originating in france before then flourishing in england from about 1180 until about 1520 as with the gothic
architecture of other parts of europe english gothic is defined by its pointed arches vaulted roofs buttresses large windows
and spires the gothic style was introduced from france where the various elements had first been used together, gothic
architecture simple english wikipedia the free - gothic architecture are building designs as first pioneered in western
europe in the middle ages it began in france in the 12th century the gothic style grew out of romanesque architecture it
lasted until the 16th century by that time the renaissance style of architecture had become popular the important features of
gothic architecture are the pointed arch the ribbed vault the flying, baroque architecture essential humanities - the two
foremost names in baroque architecture are bernini and borromini both of whom worked primarily in rome two masterpieces
of gian lorenzo bernini are found at st peter s one is the four story baldachin that stands over the high altar 14 a baldachin is
an indoor canopy over a respected object such as an altar or throne the other is the curving colonnades that frame st peter s
square, architecture design architectural images drawings history - this gateway to architecture around the world and
across history documents a thousand buildings and hundreds of leading architects selected over ten years by the editors of
architectureweek with photographic images and architectural drawings integrated maps and timelines 3d building models
commentaries bibliographies web links and more for famous designers and structures of all kinds, art and architecture
boston public library bpl org - a bibliographic database that cumulates citations to art index volumes 1 32 of the printed
index published between 1929 1984 the database cites articles from periodicals published throughout the world including
english language periodicals yearbooks and museum bulletins as well as periodicals published in french italian german
spanish and dutch, english and literature art dance music and theater - english and literature art dance music and
theater english literature art dance music and theater throughout history available to parents educators students teachers
and those young at heart, gothic architecture style characteristics history - this lesson covers the three main features of
gothic architecture the pointed arch the rib vault and the flying buttress we then look at a slideshow of examples of the
gothic style around
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